Having provided you once again with a bird's eye view of the fundamental cbncepts of
quantum niechanics discussed in Block 2, we draw your attention to another feather in
i t s cap -its ability to predict. You will discover its power in this block when you study
its applications to various systems, such as the potential well and potential barrier,
and the harmonic oscillator (Unit 8). The phenomenon of barrier penetration (also
known as tunneling) by quantum particles, finds wide use; today in tunnel diodes and
scan~nipgtunneling electron microscopes which enable us to 'see' the quantum world
with much more clarity than hitherto possible (of course, without violating the
uncertainty principle). When the formalism of quantum mechanics was developed, it was
applied extensively to study the structure of hydrogen atom - its predicted energy
levels were in beautiful agreement with the experimental results. And the optical
spectrum resulting from h e transition of an electron from a higher energy state to a
lower one was explained very well. Therefore, in Unit 9 we discuss the application of
quantum mechanics to spherically symrnelric systems, and especially to hydrogen ato~n,
The evolution of quantum mechanics has been guided From the beginning by discoveries
in atomic spectroscopy, Explaining the internal structure of atoms and the resulting
spectra (in the optical as well as X-ray regions) has been a major success of
mecl~anicsand we take these up in Units 10 and 11, respectively.
AS f u as studying the material is concerned, follow the advice given in Block 2 -

learn
to think and calculate quantum mechanically! YOUmay find the going tough initiallly as
there is a lot of mathematical abstraction in this material. Our advice to you is to fjolve
each and every step on your own. Do not try to rush through the material iT you V J R I ~ ~
to really understand it. In our estimate, YOU would need to spend 8 h on Unit 8, 7 h on
Unit 9, 5 h on Unit 10 and just 3 h on Unit 11, for studying the material and
assimilating thc ideas. And at the end of it all, we hope that you experience a genuine.
sense of achievement and exhilaration at having understood one of the greatest and most
beautiful intellectual creations of twentieth century science. Our best wishes are with
you!
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
In Unit 6 of Block 2 you have studied the time independent Schrodinger equation. In
this unit we shall apply it to some simple one-dimensional systems so that you get some
experience of solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation. You will learn how to
solve it to obtain its eigenfunctions satisfying the conditions given in Sec. 6.4 of Unit 6
and determine the corresponding eigenvalues for these systems. Although the real world
is three-dimensional, these one-dimensional systelns are of great interest:This is not
only because several physical situations are effectively one-dimensional but also because
we can use them effectively to model the real world. A number of more complicated
physical problems can be reduced to the solution of equations similar to the onedimensional Schrodinger equation.
So in this unit we shall first study' n free particle and then confine it to move within a
limited space like a box, You will notice that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
two systems are different. Then we shall solve thc Schrtjdinger equation for a particle
..moving in a one-dimensional rectangular potential barrier and a one-dimensional
potential well. These examples of simple potentials model natural processes like alpha
decay of radioactive nuclei, and the energy spectrum of atoms, molecules and nuclei.
n u s our models are expected to give us some insight into the physics of these systems,
They will also bring out the difference between classical and quantum 'description of
otion of objects. We shall end this unit by studying the quantum mechanical
beh viour of a simple harmonic oscillator. As its application, we shall consider the
vibratibn? of a diatomic molecule in terms of the oscillations of a simple harmonic
oscillator. In the next unit, you will learn how to solve the Schrljdinger equation, for
the hydrogen atom.
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Objectives
After studying this unit you should be able to
0

solve the time independent one-dimensional Schrtidinger equation and obtain the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for simple one-dimensional systems like
free particle and particle in a box,
particle in a one-dimensional potential barrier and one-dimensional potential
well,

I '

simple harmonic oscillator,
apply, the one-dimensional potential models to simple applications in quantum
physics.

Application of Quantum
.Mechsdfs to Some Systems

8.2 A FREE PARTICLE
Let us consider the simplest case of a potential which is constant:

2;

The force acting on the particle, F(x) = then vanishes, so that the particle is free.
Without loss of generality, we can take the constant Vo to be zero. So now we have a
particle of mass rn moving freely in space. Since the particle is not subjected to any
force, its total energy E, which is equal to its kinetic energy, and also its linear
momentum p do not change with time. E and p are related by the equation

Recall Eq. (6.28) from Unit 6 . Putting V(x) = 0 in it, we can write the tiine independent
Schrodinger equation for a free particle as follows:

where the direction of the vector p is taken to be along x axis. Since p = Ak, where k is
the wave number, we can combine Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) to obtain

.

E=-

where

h2 X?.
2m

(8.3b)

The two linearly independent solutions of Eq. (8.351) are given by

Thus for one value of E we have two eigenfunctions e + ih and e - i h . We denote these
eigenfunctions by yrk (x) and y- k (x). Recall that such eigenfunctions which have the
same eigenvdue for a given eigenvalue-eigenfunctionequation are called
degenerate. (Otherwise they are non-degenerate). Thus yk (x) and y ~ -k (x) are
degenerate eigenfunctions. The general solution of Eq. (8.3~~)
is the linear combination

where A and 3 are arbitrary constants. It is clear that for the solution y(x) to be
physically acceptable, k cannot have an imaginary part. If it did, then ~ ( x would
)
increase exponentially at one of the limits x = - rn or x = + m, or possibly at both
limits, You may know that the wavefronts of the waves represented by Eqs. (8.4) are
planes, perpendicular to the direction of the propagation of the wave. Hence we call
e * ikx as plane waves, They do not go to zero as x + f m. Hence they are
unnormalizable wave functions (recall Sec. 6.3.2 of Unit 6).
In order to interpret Eq. (8.4b) physically, let us consider some special cases. If we set
B = 0, the resulting wavefunction is the plane wave

where we have included the time dependence (recall Eq. 6.27). This is associated with a
free particle of mass rn moving along the positive x-axis with a definite momentum of
magnitude k and an energy h2 l?/2m. The probability density corresponding to it is
y*y =
It is independent of time as well as position. Thus, the position of the
p4rticle is completely unknown. This is in accordance with the uncertainty principle.
You can obtain a similar analysis by settingA = 0 in Eq, (8.4b). In this case the plane
wave will be travelling in the negative x-direction.

(~1~.

You can also verify easily that qkk(x). are also eigenfunctions 6f the operatorp with
the eigenvalues fhk. Thus as far as the linear momentum operatorp is concerned, the
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two eigenfunctions qf k (x) are non-degenerate, i.e., they have different eigenvalues.
Why don't you do it as an exercise?

SAQ 1
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Show that pop e *ih= fhk e *ih.

For the above system both the constants of motion E and p are given in terms of k.
Thus k characterises the eigenfunction q~k(x) and hence we call k a quantum number.
Since E = h2k2/2m, we must have E > 0, i.e., the energy cannot remain lower than the
potential (here V = 0) over the entire interval (- -, + m). Since any non-negative value
of E is allowed, the energy spectrum of a free particle is continuous, extending from
E = 0 to + m. This, of course, is not surprising since E is the kinetic energy of a free
particle. It also corresponds to the classical result.
Let us now see what happens when we confine the free particle to a box.

8.3 PARTICLE IN A BOX
Let us consider a one-dimensional system and confine a free particle in a length
segment lying between x = 0 and x = L (Fig, 8.1). Then the probability of finding the
particle at x = L - E and x ;.L + &, where & is an infinitesimal quantity, should be zero.
Further, since the wave functions are single-valued and continuous, they should also
satisfy the condition that they are zero at the boundariesx = 0 and x = L, i.e.,

Ng. 8.1 : Partlcle confinad
In a llne segment.

Lirn yrk (- E) = Lim y k (L + E) 7 0
~

E+O

3

0

It follows from Eq. (8.5a) that

Now we may. also write the wave function as
yrk(x) = A cos kr

+ B sin kr

where k = (2m~/A~)ln.
Since ~ ~ ( =00:w
)e

have

B
-

A=O

3rd excited state .

and since yrk(L) = 0, we get

B sin kL = 0
whence

('.. B Jt 0)

kL = nn,

n = 1 , 2 , 3,

....

I------

2nd excited state.

9.

Hence k is quantized; let us call it kn:
(8.6a)

44

1st excited state

3

2.

Hence, energy E is also quantized; let us call itE,:

Notice that the quantization of energy follows from the condition of confinement or thd
boundary conditions imposed on the wave function. Thus, the moment we confine a free, fl8- 83:The souclowet
.
energy lev+ tor n
in a limited space, its energy can take only discrete values given by Eq. (8.6b);
partlcle In a oneit id .no longer continuous, it is quantized (Fig. 8.2). The eigenfunction of a state of
dlmenslo~lbox,' ~bYtlt~
quantized energy En of a particle in a box,is, therefore, given by

*-

I

Yk (XI = ~ , ( x )= N sin

'E,

-

Notiqc that we still have to compute Qc n6rmbsation qonstantN. You mky like to do
thip iverpiap ;niircplf

U P V ~a~
nC
P A n fnr

tmll

'

-

h2/8mts.
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(a) Show that N =

z

( ) '"

(b) Show that u/,(x) and yr,Jx) are orthogonal when rn # n.

Hence the eigenfunction for a free particle confined in a segment of IengthL is
2

In

vn(x) =(y-) sin

(y)

The complete solution for a stationary state of a particle in a box is then given as

=

2
nm
( t)
sin (T)
e- i~ntlf,
112

and the probability for finding the particle at positionx is independent of time:
pn(x) = I W X ,t)21=(

$) sin (
2

E

)

However, it now depends on the position of the particle. Fig. 8.3 shows-the probabilities
per unit distance for a particle in a box for the three lowest energy states. The classical
result is also shown for comparison.

n= 1

n=2

n=3

(b)

(4

Classical
I

(a)

(dl
I

Fig. 8.3: The probablllty per unlt distance for a particle in a box for the three lowest values of n,
compared to the cl~sslc.1result.

The smallest value of n is n = 0, but n = 0 gives yr = 0. This result means that
the probability of ah n = 0 state is zero. Now refer to Fig. 8.3. For n = 1,
V*\Y = (2/L) sin2 (n/L)x; for n = 2, y*yl = (2/L) sin2 (27tlL)x; and for n = 3,
Y*\Y = (2/L) sin2 (3rclL)x. Thus y*y oscillates between 0 and 2/L with an average
value in the box of 1/L.
Classically, the particle bounces back and forth between the walls. Since its kinetic
energy is constant, it moves at a constant velocity between collisions with the walls.
Therefore, it spends the same ampunt of time in all equal-distance intervals. This gives
it the constant probability per unit distance of 1/L of being found anywhere in the box
(Fig. 8.3d),

n

As you can see from Fig. 8.3a to c, yf*y has humps. This behaviour is easy to
understand if you remember that k,, the wave number for state n, equals 2%/hn.
Equating this wave number to nn/L gives L = nh,,/2. That is, n is the number of the
particle's half wavelengths being fitted between the walls. In the limit of large quantum
numbers, the number of humps with any finite Ax becomes so large that y*yf AX
approaches the classical value, ( 1 ) ~ ) ~ x .

I
I

The linear momentum of the particle is given by
Ann
pn =*knA = * L Y
you should note that the integer n in Eqs. (8.6a, b) and (8.8) now plays the same role
was played by k for a free particle. Hence n is called a quantum number. Since rl
takes only integer values, the momentum and the energy of the particle no longer valy
in a continuous manner but take only discrete values.
Let us see what are the other implications of these results about a particle in a
one-dimen~ionzllbox. According to quantum mechanics, there is a minimum energy, the
ground-state energy El = n2A2/2mL2 that the particle in a box must have. This result is
in contrast to the classical result where all energy values includingE = 0 are permitted.
you can easily see that this is a consequence of the uncertainty principle. We are
confining the particle within the length L. Thus there is an uncertainty in its position
given by L. According to the uncertainty relation, Eq. (5.6a), there has to be a
corresponding momentum uncertainty of h/L. This means that the particle has to have a
mjnilnum energy; its energy can never be zcro because that would contradict the
uncertainty relation. This minimum energy is called the zero point energy.
'

Notice from Eq. (8.6b) that the energy separation between successive quantized levels
increases with the decrease of L, the confining length. Conversely, as L increases, thc
energy skparations decrease. When L is much larger than atomic dimensions, the energy
separation is so small that we approach the classical correspondence limit. Note that for
large L, the zero point energy also lends towards zero.
Thus far we-have considered the qualitative situation. But what about the quantitative
situation? Let us calculate the energy levels of an electron (m = 9.1 x 10-31 kg)
confined to a box of atomic size (L = 10-lorn). Substituting in the energy level formula,
Eq. (8.6b), we get En = 40n2.eV. The energy difference between the ground and the first
excited statc is then 120 eV. And a photon emitted from transition between these energy
levels would have a frequency 3 x 1016 Hz, which is of the same order as that in many
atomic transitions.
Now from Eq. (8.8) we have

Thus, the difference between pn + 1 and pn decreases with the increase of L. Now if we
take a very large value of L, (pn + 1 -pn) will approach zero, i.e., p will become
continuous. Hence we may represent a free particle by a normalised wave function with
a very large value of L. Such a procedure for the normalisation of a f e e particle is
known as box normalisation and you can easily see that a one-dimensional boxnonnalised wave function is given by

We can generalise this analysis to a particle in a three-dimensional box. In fact, you
should work this out yourself.

SAQ 3
Obtain eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a particle confined in a three dimensional
box having lengths L,, Ly and L,.

Let us now consider the problem of a particle in a one-dimensional rectangular potential
barrier.

8.4 ONE-DIMENSIONAL RECTANGULAR POTENTIAL

BARRIER
In Set. 8.2, we considered the mot& of a free particle, i.e., the potential in the entire
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space was zero. Let us'now modify that situation and consider a one-dimensional space
in which the potential energy of a particle is Vo between x =-a. and x = a but zero
otherwise:

X

a

Flg. 8.4 : one-dimensional
potenthl barrier.

Thus we divide the whole one-dimensional space in three regions. Region I
extends from - m to -a, region IJ from -a to + a and region III from + a to + = (see
Fig. (8.4)). The central region is known as the potential barrier. Notice that as defined
by Eq. (8.1 I), V is rectangular.

Let us consider the motion of a particle of mass m and total constant energy E in the
above mentioned one-dimensional space. From purely physical considerations you can
see that the particle is free in region I and there will be an incident plane wave as well
as a plane wave reflected by the potential barrier. Hence, we may write the wave
function for region I as

where

k=m / h
In region ITI the particle is again free (V = 0) but' there we have only a transmitted
wave. Hence
for x > a

ym(x) = F e i h

(8.14)

However,'in regidn I1 the Schrijdinger equation is

Let us rewrite this equation in the form

Introducing a real parameter y, we may write Eq. (8.16) as

where

I

The solution of Eq. (8.17a) is given as

Now, there are two possibilities: (i) E is less than V,,and (ii) E is greater than Vw Let
us consider the case when E < Vo.Then y is real and the solution of Eq. (8.17a)
becomes

With the help of Eqs. (6.19) and incident part ( ~ e i h )of Eq. (8.12) we find that the
incident flux from the left of the potential barrier is

Similarly, using the reflected part of the wave function yr, and the !transmittedwave
function vmrwe find that the reflected flux S, and the transmitted flux S; are given by

.
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You should quickly verify Eqs. (8.20) to (8.22) before studying further. Thus we
obtain
Probability of reflection P , = S,/Si = ( B/A\

(8.23)

and
Probability of transmission Pt = St/Si

=I F/A(

(8.24)

Now to determine Pr and Pt (i.e., the coefficients A, B and F) we match the appropriate
wave functions yr and their derivatives yr' at the boundaries x = - a and x = a. The
boundary conditioris are:
v1(x = - a ) = yII(x= - a);

\y((x = -a) ,= \yfl(x= -a)

(8.25a)

and

vI1

Substituting yl,
and yIIIfrom Eqs. (8.12), (8.19) and (8.14) and carrying out the
necessary algebra we can obtain P , and Pt as given below:

You may like to prove Eqs. (8.26) and (8.27) before studying further; So here is an
exercise for you.

Spend
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. You should not tnke the word 'tunneling'

Prove Eqs, (8.26) and (8.27).

You can easily verify that Pt + Pr = 1. One of the remarkable features of this analysis
is that there is a non-zero probability of transmission even though E < Vo, i.e., the
energy of the object is less than the height of potential barrier: This is in contrast
to the classical situation. It is a purely quantum effect signifying the wave property
of quantum objects, Hence, quantum objects are said to be able to tunnel through a
classically impenetrable barrier. Thus, we conclude that the penetration through a
potential barrier, usually referred to a's tunneling, is a quantum mechanical
phenomenon and should be taken into consideration for those objects for which
wave-particle duality is significant. You may like to know that the phenomenon of
tunneling has many applications. It explains the emission of a-particles in radioactive
decay, and the passage of electrons through a forbidden region as in field emission.
In electronics, it has been utilised in the construction of tunnel diodes. Let us take
one of these applications, namely, alpha decay.

Example 1: Application to Alpha Decay
We are giving this application for the sake of interest only. You will not be tested on
the mathematics given here.
Let us consider the case of alpha radioactivity of nuclei. This was the original
application of the barrier transmission phenomenon worked out by Gamow, Gurney
and Condon,
In this case of a ptiysical barrier, the shape is not so square (Fig. 8.5). Now when
ya >> 0, the probability of transmission becomes

Pt

=I TI* =

.,

'

(k2 + ?I2

exp

(- 4ya)

= exp (- 4ya)

liternlly. There is, of course, n Rnite
pmbnbility for the pnrticle to be inside the
clossicnlly forbidden bnrrier region where its
kinetic energy is negative. But the point is
thnt nobody cnn "see" a pnrtikle actunlly go
through n classically forbidden region.
Puticle detectors can detect only objects of
kinetic energy greater thnn zero. If you
insert n detcctor inside the b e e r to 'see'
the particle, you nre not only mnking a hole
in the potential but nlso in your objective,
becnuse the object will no Ionger belong to
n clnssicnlly fohidden region where you
wanted to find it! Another wny to soy this is
that oubeffort to observe the object with m y
mensuring instrument will impnrt to it an
uncontmllnble nmount of energy. This is
how the uncertainty principle works in such
mensurement siturltions!
+

Similnrly, we cnnnot say what kind of time
the pnrticle takes to tunnel through a barrier.
It lnny do it now or Inter; qunntum
mcchmics gives us only qvernge
hehnviour- the avernge time it takes to
travel to the other side. It seems best to
think of quantum tunneling ns "as if' ,
tunneling -tunneling in potentin.
Alternatively, we c m say that quantum
objects go across n barrier for which they db
not hnve enough energy by doing n qunnturn
"jump"- Bohr style; they never go through,
the intervening space, and they do not do it
causally tnklng n finite amount of time. Now
they ore here, oh this side of the bnrrier; and
then they are there. on the other side.
1
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We can write this as

pt = &2

[Z.

(V,,- ~ ) / h ~ ] .b
~'

For a broad range of barriers, we can now make a generalised estimate of the order of
magnitude. Generalising the expression of Pt for V(x), we can wrile

.

Now we can approximate the situation for alpha emission from a nucleus by the
potential barrier shown in Fig. 8.5b. Inside the nucleus, the alpl~aparticle is a free
particle, E > 0. (For, if the alpha particle were bound, how would the nucleus decay?).
It has to tunnel through the coulomb barrier

where Z and Z' are the atomic numbers of 'the daughter nucleus and the alpha particle,
respectively, into which the parent nucleus is splitting. Herer is the radial distance.
Now, in the expression for Pt we can change the variable x to r, since x is just a
dummy variable. Putting Pt equal to exp (- G), we obtain

I\---G = 2 (2n2/*2) 'I2

,,

J," [T

ZZ' e2

-

4'''

dr

where R is the radius of the daughter nucleus (Fig. 8.5b) and the upper limit of the
integral, b, is taken to be the classical "turning point" where the integrand vanishes,
since

ZZ' e2
E=-

b

(b)
Fig. 8.5: (a) A realistic

Thus

potential barrier has
a more jagged look
than n square
barrier; (b) model
potentia!] barrier
for alpha decay of
nuclci.

G = 2 (2m/fi2)ln ( z z ' ~ ~ ) " ~
s

The value of the integral is

J 5.
(.+ - +)" = 6 [cos- (;)It ; (

]

R2 in
- 2)

R

FO; low energies and high barriers, b > > R, and we get

-(

2m ~ ' ~ 2 b ) l ' n2

But b = Z ~ ' ~ Z=/ 222'ez/mv2,
E
where v is the velocity of the alpha particle inside the
nucleus. Hence

To calculate the alpha particle escape probability per second, we have to multiply theA'
transmission coefficient exp (-G) by the rate of the alpha particles hitting the barrier,
which is v/&. For a 1 MeV alpha particle, using R = 1.2 x 10 -13 Aln cm with
A = 216, we estimate v/R = 1021 s -1. Consequently, escape probability per
second = T -1 = 102le-c where z denotes the decay time. Noting that 2' = 2 and that
the mass of alpha particle in energy units ism = 4 x 103 MeV, we get

-

r

G = 21c ZZ' ez
A (2E/m)l12

42
(E(in M ~ V ) ) ' ~

E

Therefore, we obtain

,

loglo

1

= C, - C2

Z

(E MeV) ln

where C1 and C2 are two corytants, never mind our estimates for them. This formula,
first derived by Gamow, Gurney and Condon, fits the data on alpha decay quite

12
-
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remarkably. It is also remarkable that we can derive the formula from a one-dimensional
calculation.
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Let us now consider the situation for E > Vo. Classically the particle with E > Vo will
be transmitted with cent per cent probability. The quantum mechanical prediction
may be easily obtained by appropriately modifying the above formulae for this case.
m e only modification is in y which is now imaginary. Hence taking y = iq with
q2 = (2rnlt-12)(E-Vo), we get

and

Thus, we see that quantum mechanically P, + 0 and hence, even if E > Vo, a part of the
incident flux is reflected. In Fig. 8.6 we have shown the variation of the transmission
probability with the barrier height. We see in the figure thatPt is low for low E and for
high E it approaches unity.

Fig. 8.6 : Tmnsrplssion probability of n particle of cnexgy E through n rectangular potcntial
barrier of height Vo.

An interestipg feature of the above curve is that for a certain value of (E/Vo), the
transmission probability Pt is unity and hence P, = 0 (see Fig. 8.6). This happens
whenever 2qa = nJc with n = 0, 1 , 2 ,
The two boundaries atx = f a where the
reflection is taking place are producing reflected waves of equal amplitudes and opposite
phases. Hence, there is no reflection at all.

....

Let us now study the case of a particle in a one-dimensional potential well.

Let us obtain the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.of a potehtial well, shown in Fig. 8.7.
The well is such that a particle has Vo potential energy for x < - a as well as for x > a
but for-a < x < a the potential energy is zero:

vo

,

I

a

Flg. 8.7: Rectangular potentla1
well,
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The total energy E of a particle of mass nt is again a constant of motion. Hence the
Schrijdinger equations of the particle in regions I arid Ill are given by

H V = q

(8.30a)

where

H = - - h2 &+
2m &

V(X)

Substituting for V (x), we obtain for region I

and in region II it is

We define
and

(Vo-E)

q 2 = - 2rnE

h2
and consider the case when Vo > E, i.e., y is real. In region I1 the wave function
is given by
yn(x) = B cos (qx) + C sin (qx)

(8.33)

Similarly, general solutions in regions I and IIt are given by

W I ( ~=) A exp

(9'4

V U I ( ~= )0 eXP (- y

and

(8.34a)
(8.34b)

~ )

Let us further examine the wave function ym(x). Notice that the Hamiltonian (Eq. 8.30b)
of this system does not change when x is replaced by -x. This leads to an interesting
result that H commutes with the parity operator P. We can prove this as follows:

Hence

PH-HP = 0, since yr(x) # 0
[P, H] = 0

or

Now recall this result from Unit 7, Sec. 7.3: If an operatorA commutes with the parity
operator, then the non-degenerate eigenfunctions ofA have definite parity, i.e., they are
either of odd parity or of even parity. Let us again demonstrate this for H. Let

Then operating with P from the left we get

H(of)= W

or

V)

(*:

PH = HP)

Thus both \y and Py! are eigenfunctions of H for the same eigenvalue A. Since yf(x) is
a non-degenerate wave function, the two functions can differ at the most by a constant.
Hence

W ( x )= w ( x )
where p is a constant.
Thus, ~ ( xis) an eigenfunction of P with p as the eigenvalue, Operating P once again on
the left we get
@ v ( x ) = p P V ( ~ =) pZU/(x)

I
I
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and
'

@yf(x) = pw(-x) =

i,

implying ~2 = 1 and p = f I. The wave functions for which p = +1 are called wave
functions of even parity and those for which p = -1 are called wave functions of odd
parity. Since p can take only one of these values at one time, ~ ( x )has to be of either
even or odd parity.

Some Simple Systems

v , ~ ( ~as
) , given by Eq. (8.33) is of mixed parity. Hence the above discussion shows that
it is unacceptable. Therefore, either C or B should be zero. If we take C = 0 in
~ q (8.33)
.
we get even' parity solutions while B = 0 yields odd parity solutions. You can
verify that equating the wave functions at boundaries of the well yields D = fA for the
even and odd parity solutions, respectively. Thus the even parity solutions of the well
are given by
VI(X) = A exp (YX)

for x < - a

(8.35a)

~ , ~ ( x=)A exp (- yx)

for x > a

(8.3%)

and

On the other hand, the odd parity solutions are given by
yl(x) = D exp (yx)

for x < - a

and
yllI(x)=

..

- D exp (-yx)

for x > a

(8.36~)

Since v and awlax have to be continuous, the logarithmic derivative a/ax (In y), ii.e.,
l / ~ ( a y / a x )too has to be continuous at the boundaries. Imposing the continuity
condilion of the logaritllmic derivatives at x = f a on the even parity solution we obtain
the condition that

where

11 = yo and

5 = qa

You may like to prove Eq. (8.37) before studying further.

(8.38)
I

SAQ 5

Spend

5 mitt
Prove Eq. (8.37).

Eqs. (8.38) and (8.32) yield

The energy eigenvalues can now be obtained by solving Eqs:(8.37) and (8.39) for
11 and 5, from which y and q may be determined. A graphical method of solving these
equations is illustrated in Fig. 8,8a.
The possible values of q and E, and hence of y and q are obtained from the intersections
of the circle q2 + C2 = R~ (where R~ = 2 n t ~ ~ a 2 / hwith
~ ) the curve q = k (tan 5). Since
y and q are real, the circle and the curve are to be considered in the first quadrant only
It is clear from the figure that the allowed values of5 and hence E are discrete and the
number of allowed values of E increases as R increases. It is eas) to see that for R = 1,
there is only one solution. The same is true for R =,2 but at R = 3.5 the number of
even parity solutions are two.

-
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A similar analysis for the odd"parity solutions

For the above case R = 1' yields no solution; however R = 2 and 3 support one bound
state (Fig. 8.8b). .

.

Fig. 8.8: (a) ~arintionnf q with {.in the two equations q2 + tZ = R2 nndil = 5 tan 5 The
interscctlons give tile solutions; (b) Variation of q wit11 5 in the two equations q z +
and q = 5 cot 5. The intersections give the solutions.

-

52 =

R2

We suinmarize that for E < Vo, the energy levels of a particle in a potential well depend
upon the well parameters Vo and u. For R lying between 0 and d2, i.e., for Vo (a2)
lying between 0 and (P12/2m) (7c/212 there is just one energy level of even class; for R
between (n/2) and 2(7c/2) there is one even and one odd class so1ution.A~R increases
the total number of energy levels increases. Thus for E < Vo the particle is bound to the
well and the energy spectrum is discrete. On the other hand f o r E > Vo we can show
that the particle is in the continuum state andeigenenergy E varies continuously from
VO to

-.

Finally, let us consider a potential well having infinite depth. In this case the probability
of finding the particle outside the well will be zero and the wave function will be nonzero only for x ( < a . The even and odd parity solutions will again be given by Eqs.
(8.35b) and (8.36b), respectively, Equating ym(x) at n =,*a to zero yielas

I

I

1

qa =

(11

+ 1) 7C/2

(8,41)

where n is a positive integer including zero. Putting Eq. (8.41) into (8.32) we obtain

En =

A2 n2 (n + 112
8m a2

with n = 0, 1, 2,

...

It i s interesting to note that even for n = 0 the energy is finite. This energy
Eo (= A2/8mn2) is known BS zero paint energy and is a consequence of the ~ e i s e n b e r g
uncertainty principle. Since the width of the well is '2a9,the maximum uncertainty in
the position of the particle is 2a. Hence the uncertainty in the momentum of the particle
is 8/2a. This may be taken as the minimum momentum of the particle.Thus the
minimum energy of the particle will be h2/8ma2. This energy is of the same order as
Eo. Hence the zero point energy is consistent with the uncertainty pl-inciple.

you should note that in the present problem we have only one constant of motion,
namely, total energy. Hence, the energy levels ire specified by only one quantum
number n. Again although E < Vo, the probability of finding the particle outside the well
is non-zero. This.result is non-classical. However, you should remember that this
firobability decreases exponentially with the increase of(x
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now consider the case of the one dimensional harmonic oscillator.

8.6 ONE DIMENSIONAL W A m O N C OSCILLATOR
The problem of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is of direct physical interest.
Actually, a large number of systems are go,verned exactly or approximately by the
harmonic oscillator equation. Recall the classical definition of a harmonic oscillator: It
obeys Hooke's law according to which the force F on the particle is directly
proportional to the dispjacement and is always directed towards the mean position, i.e.,
F = - kx: k, the constant of proportionality, is known as force constant (Fig. 8.9). It is
related to the classical frequency v of the oscillator and is given by k = 4n2v2 m
where m is the mass of the particle. The potential energy of the particle at x is given by
1 kx2 or 1 rn m22, where
= 27cv is the angular frequency, Hence the t h e

2

2

independent SchrBdinger equation is

,

x=O
Flg. 8.9: Mass on a spring as a
one-dimensional
harmonlc oscillator.

where E is the total energy of Lhe oscillator ilnd is independent of time, It is evident
fromathe above equation that the Harniltonian of the system is invariant under space
inversion, i.e., it commutes with the parity 'operator. Hence the eigenfunctions are of
definite parity.
Now we'define

and

With the help of the above definitions, Eq. (8.43)reduces to

You Ghould quickly hheck out Eq. (8.45).

SAQ 6
Verify Eq. (8.45).

To obtain acceptable solutions of Eq. (8.45) we are required to go through a fairly
lengthy algebra which is unnecessary at this stage. Hers we simply state the results. For
the solution to be acceptable h must satisfy the relation

Hence f r ~ mEq.,(8.46) it follows that

'Ihe integer n, is known as enei-gy q u a n t d number. Since our simple harmonic
oscillator is a one-dimensional system we have only one quantum number. Notice from
I
Fig. 8.10 that

Spend
5 min

e The energy levels of a quantum mechanical oscillator are equally spaced. This is a
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characteristic of some parts of the molecular and nuclear experimental spectra. The
harmonic oscillator provides a good model description of these spectra, so much so
that the spectra are referred 'to as vibrational spectra. There are also excitations in
solids called phonons that fall in the same category.

r For each eigenvalue, there will be only one eigenfunction. Thus there is no
degeneracy. This property seems to be a common characteristic of bound states for
one-dimensional potentials that remain finite for all finite values ofx.

2

- - 1I

, I We have zero p i n t eneey given by

-Am'

Po
l

2

7C
2,a
2

Eo =-

-

9

2

I

forde=0

L.

This zero point energy is again a consequence of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
This can be seen as follows. Since

.

2

~ 1 8.10
~

E can be zero only whenp and x both are equal to zero simultaneously Under such a
circumstance
p and x will become definite (equal to zero) simultaneously. This will
:
. Energy level d i s s a m
of a simple t~armor~lc violate uncertainty principle. Therefore, the lowest eigenenergy has to be non-zero.
oscillator.

The normalised eigenfunctions of a simple harmonic oscillator are given by

where H, (a)
are Herrnite polynomials. A few of the lower order H,(() b e given by

Flg. 8.11 : (a) Even parity s o l u t i o ~and
~ @) odd padty solutions for the one-dimensional harmonic
mclllafoh
,

We can show that the eigenfunctions of the Harniltonian are also eigenfunctions of the
parity operator. It is evident from Eqs. (8.49) and (8.50) that the eigenfunctions
corresponding to zero or even value of n are of even parity. On the other hand odd
parity eigenfunctions have odd values of n. The variation of even parity functions for
n = 0,2 and 4 with 5 are shown in Fig. (8.11a). The odd parity functions for n = 1, 3
and 5 are shown in Fig. (8.11b).

Sonle Simple Systen~s

Let us now compasc the quantum nscillator with the classical oscillator. Let us first
take up the question of time dependcr~ce.Classically, the simple harmonic oscillator
oscillates in such a manner that the position of the particle represented by the oscillator
changes from one inornent to another. Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, tells us
that for any state of energy E, although there is a distribution of probabilities for
positions, this distribution is constant as far as time is concerned; (these
probabilities are 'frozen' in time). This is the usual meaning of energy eigenstates being
stationary. Is it possible to reconcile these two very different pictures?
m e answer lies in considering not one single eigenfunction but a superposition of
eigenfunctions as in a wave packet. Consider, for example, the superpositionyr(x, t) of
the first two oscillator eigenfunctions:
1

~ ( x 1), = - [exp (- iEof/h>yo(x) + exp (- iEltlt7) y~,(x)]

d-2

1

If we plot ~ ( x t)12,
,
we get F i g 8.12, where the plot is made for four different values
of time. Clearly, the probability oscillates with time with just the frequency of the
harnoi~icoscillator as expected classically. It is therefore reasonable to expect that when
we take a superposition of' a large number of oscillator eigenrucntians wc will get a
classical behaviouc

-Fig. 8.12 : The probability cnrrcsponding to the superposition of the first two oscillator eigenfu~~ctions
of equal amplitt~de(with their time dependence Ineludcd ) plotted at four differen1 times.
Clnssirnl oscillntory l)ehi~vioriris clearly seen. The vertlcal llnes indicate the classical limits
of motion, nssun~ingan encrgy 6 = (If) = ha.

You should he very clear, however, that the quantum solution of the harmonic oscillator
is radically different from that for the classical oscillator, In classical mechanics, thc
oscillator is forbidden to go beyond the potential, beyond the turning points where its
kinetic energy turns negative. But clearly, the quantum wave functions extend beyond
the potential, and thus there is a finite probability for the oscillqtor to be found in a
classically forbidden region,
To be specific, let us compare the quantum and classical probabilities for the states
corresponding to n = 0 and n = 1. The quantum probabilities are easily calculated by
taking the square of the appropriate wave functions, yq, and ~ 1 .
The expressio~ifor the probability of finding a classical harmonic oscillator'of mass
I
m and energy E governed by the equation x = A sin wt in a region du is ,given as

-

1
1
Ax
2nA (1 -X2/~2)112
where A = (2Elmo2)1/2. As expected, the classical probability is non-zero only for
-A < x < A ; the oscillator is confined within the turning points. Forx > A, it is clear
rn61~2 > E, and classically this is impossible.'
that the potential energy

P(x)

=

2

I
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The quantum and classical probabilities are compared in Figs. 8.13 (a) and (b) for
n = 0 and n = 1, respectively. In both cases, the quantum probability does not vanish in
the classically forbidden region. For n = 1, the classical probability is maximum at the
turning points. But the quantum probability reaches the maximum much closer to the
point of equilibrium. For large n, the average of the quantum mechanical probability
distribution is found to be given by the classical probability curve.
Let us now consider an application of the simple harmonic oscillator to physical
systems: the vibrations of the two atoms of a diatomic molecule.

0

Ex

Example 2: Diatomic Molecule
Let us assume that both the atoms in the molecule execute simple harmonic motion
about their equilibrium positions. Hence, they satisfy the following equations

w=
(a)

d2 R ,
M,-=d8

k (R -Re)

d 2 R2
M2-=-k

(R-Re)

and

.

0

dt2

7

/p

where R, and R2 are the distance of the two atoms A and B from their centre of mass
and R = R, + R2 (Fig. 8.14). The masses of the two atoms are M, and M2, k is the
force constant and at equilibrium, the distance between the two atoms is Re. Considering
the moment about A (see Fig. 8.14) we obtain

(b)

Fig. 8.13 : Comparton of quantum
(solid curve) and
clnssical probability
densities (dashed curve) Putting Eq. (8.52) in Eq. (8.51) we obtain
for the lrnrmonic
,'MlM2 d2R
oscillator for the two
-=
-k(R-Re)
oscillator states having
M~
I +"2
d?
the same total energy,
Or
corresponding to n = 0
nnd n 9 1.

-

-R'
A

with x = R -Re.

Thus we have reduced a two body problem of masses MI and M2 to a one-body
problem of mass p and the whole molecule behaves as a simple harmonic oscillator of
mass p (reduced mass of the molecule) having force constant k. Hence the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the molecules are given by Eq. (8.49) and Eq. (8.47),
respectively. These equations have been very useful in understanding the vibrational
spectrum (obtained in the near infrared region of the electromagnetic waves) of diatomic
* molecules. The analysis of the experimental spectrum has yielded force constatits of a
large number of heteronuclear molecules.

--

--

R?

c.m.

Fig.
- 8.14 : Vibration of two atoms
A and B in n dintomic
molecule.
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Would you like to apply the ideas discussed so far to some concrete situations?Try the
following SAQ.
SAQ 7
(a) Consider a proton as a bound oscillator with a natural frequency of 3x 1021 Hz.
What is the energy of its ground and first excited states?
(b) Calculate ( x ) and ( p , ) for the ground stale harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions.
Let us now summarise what you have studied in this unit.

8.7 SUMMARY
In this unit you have solved time independent SchrBdinger equation for a number of
simple one-dimensional conservative systems. Some of the important results are
summarised below:

.

@

The eigenenergy E of a free particle. moving in a one-dimensional space is given
b y E = - h2 k2 . It can take any value continuously from 0 to .o. Hence its energy
2/11
spectrum IS continuous. The eigenfunctions are incoming and outgoing plane
waves given by \ ~ + k ( x )= Ae fikx and are unnormalizable. However, if the particle
is confilled to a finite line segment then the eigenenergies vary in a discrete
manner and the bound state eigenfunctions can be normalised. The plane waves can
also be box-normalised.
For a one-dimensional rectangular potential barrier, thc eigenenergies vary
continuously from 0 to =. However, unlike in classical mechanics the quantum
mechanical probabilities of reflection and transmission of the particle by the barrier
are, in general, finite. Thus even for E < Vo,the particle can tunriel through the
barrier. Another interesting result is that for

there is a hundred percent transmission with no reflection. Her; sy~nbolshave the
meanings discussed in the text.
For a one-dimensional potential well thc cigencnergy spcctrum breaks into two
parts. For E > Vo,the cigencnergy varies in a continuous manner. On the other hand
for E < Vo the eigenenergy varies in a discretc manner and bound slates are
obtained. The lowesl cigcnencrgy is non-fcro and is in accordance with lhc
Heisenbcrg utlccrtainly relalic~n.llle numbcr of per~nissiblebound states increase
with Vo : the eigenfunctions bcing altcrnalely of cvcn ar~dodd parities, the lowest
being of even parity.

e for a particle executing sinlple harmonic motionalollg a line all the eigenstates are
bound stalcs and eigenenergies vary in a discrelc manner. Consecutive eigencnergy
states are separated from each other by the same amountho. The eigenfunctions are
given in terms of Hernlite polynomials and are of definite parity, alternately of even
and odd parilies. Thc finite value of the lowest eigenenergy is again a consequence
of the unccrtainty principle. The results obtained for a slmple harmonic oscillator
can be applied to study the vibrational spectrum of dinto~nicmolecules.

8.8 TERMINAL QUESTIONS

Spend 45 min

1. The wave function of a particle of mass m inside an infinite square, well of width
2a (-a to + a) is given by
y(x)

cos

3 nx
3m
+ B sin 2a
2a

Obtain the values of A and B and the eigenenergy corresponding to the above
eigenfunciton.

2. The potential energy of a particle of mass m is given by
- 1
V(x) =
-;;. mozx2

for x > 0
for x < 0,

Show that its eigenenergies are givcn by

3. Show that ~ h kavcrage value of x for a simple harmonic oscillator in the nth
quanlum state is zero.

4. Calculate the mean kinctic and potential energies of a simple harmonic oscillator
which is in its ground state.

..
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